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Abstract (R)-3-methylcyclohexanone (R-3MCHO) has

been shown to adsorb enantiospecifically on naturally

chiral Cu surfaces vicinal to the Cu(110) plane. Adsorption

of R-3MCHO on seven Cu single crystal surfaces vicinal to

(110) was studied using temperature programmed desorp-

tion. These surfaces include Cu(110), Cu(771), Cu(430),

Cu(13,9,1)R&S and Cu(651)R&S. The Cu(13,9,1)R&S and

Cu(651)R&S surfaces are naturally chiral surfaces with

terrace-step-kink structures. Enantioselective adsorption of

R-3MCHO takes place on the chiral kink sites of these

surfaces. Three R-3MCHO desorption features were

resolved in the TPD spectra on Cu(13,9,1)R&S and

Cu(651)R&S surfaces. Based upon comparisons between

these and other Cu single crystal surfaces, they were

assigned to desorption of R-3MCHO from flat terrace,

close-packed step and kink sites. The desorption of R-

3MCHO from the row and trough structure of the Cu(110)

surface resembled desorption from a step structure rather

than from a flat Cu(111) terrace. R-3MCHO desorbs

enantiospecifically from the Cu(13,9,1)R&S and Cu(651)R&S

surfaces. The peaks associated with R-3MCHO desorbing

from the R- and S-chiral kink sites on Cu(13,9,1)R&S dif-

fered in temperature by 2.4 ± 0.8 K. This corresponds to

an enantiospecific difference in the desorption energies of

0.7 ± 0.2 kJ/mol, with a preference for R-3MCHO

adsorption at the R-kinks. In contrast, R-3MCHO has a

desorption energy from the S-kinks on the Cu(651)S surface

that is 0.7 ± 0.2 kJ/mol higher than from the R-kinks on

the Cu(651)R surface.

Keywords Copper single crystal � Chiral surface �
Enantioselective adsorption � Temperature programmed

desorption � Chiral adsorbate

1 Introduction

There is significant interest and impetus for the develop-

ment of chiral surfaces for enantioselective chemical pro-

cessing of chiral compounds. Chiral molecules have

structures that are non-superimposable on their mirror

images. The two non-superimposable forms are called

enantiomers. Two enantiomers have identical chemical

properties in an achiral environment, but are chemically

differentiable in chiral environments such as living

organisms. Enzymes are chiral and thus, living organisms

will respond differently to the two enantiomers of chiral

compounds that they have ingested. Because most phar-

maceuticals are complex molecules, they have chiral

structures. Thus, it is necessary to produce them in enan-

tiomerically pure form, so that the therapeutically effective

enantiomer can be administered without also administering

the other enantiomer. This creates the need to develop and

prepare chiral catalysts for the production of enantiomeri-

cally pure pharmaceuticals [1–3].

The most common way to prepare a chiral catalytic

surface is to impart chirality to an achiral surface via

adsorption of a chiral organic modifier [4–7]. Successful

examples included the tartaric acid modified Ni-based

catalysts [6] and cinchona alkaloid modified Pt-based cat-

alysts [5]. Another route to preparing a chiral surface is to

expose a low symmetry, high Miller index plane of an
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achiral crystal lattice [8, 9]. Generally, such naturally chiral

crystal surfaces are those that do not have mirror planes

lying normal to the surface. For example, all surfaces of a

face center cubic material having Miller indices (hkl), that

satisfy the constraints h = k = l = h and h � k � l = 0 are

chiral [9]. These high Miller index chiral surfaces have

structures composed of terrace, step and kink sites formed

by microfacets of the three low Miller index planes [10].

The kink sites of these high Miller index surfaces provide a

chiral environment for enantiospecific interactions with

chiral adsorbates. A well studied example is the enantio-

specific adsorption of chiral (R)-3-methylcyclohexanone

(R-3MCHO) on Cu(643)R&S surfaces [11–14]. R-3MCHO

has been shown to adsorb at the kinks with an enantio-

specific adsorption/desorption energy that is DDEdes ¼

0:97� 0:25 kJ/mol higher on the Cu(643)S surface than on

the Cu(643)R surface. There are now many examples of

enantiospecific surface chemistry on naturally chiral metal

surfaces [8, 9, 12–32].

The focus of this paper is on the enantioselective

adsorption of R-3MCHO on the chiral kink sites of

Cu(13,9,1)R&S and Cu(651)R&S surfaces, probed by tem-

perature programmed desorption (TPD). These surface are

vicinal to the Cu(110) plane and are shown in Fig. 1. The

white lines outline the unit cells of the ideal surface

structures and outline the microfacets that form the motif

used to describe the structures of these surfaces. Both

Cu(13,9,1) and Cu(651) have (110) terraces but the

Cu(13,9,1) surface has a (100) step and a (111) kink, while

the Cu(651) surface has a (111) step and a (100) kink. Prior

Cu(13,9,1)

Cu(430)Cu(771)

Cu(651)

R S

SR

Fig. 1 Models of the ideally

terminated Cu(13,9,1)R&S,

Cu(651)R&S, Cu(771), and

Cu(430) surfaces. The unit cell

is superimposed on the figure, as

are the low Miller index

microfacets that intersect to

form the kinks. The different
shading of the Cu atoms

indicates their different

coordination numbers
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work has revealed enantiospecific adsorption of R-3MCHO

on the Cu(643)R&S surfaces which are vicinal to the (111)

plane and on the Cu(531)R&S surfaces which lie at the

center of the stereographic projection of fcc surfaces [11,

13, 14, 24]. To aid the interpretation of the desorption

spectra of R-3MCHO from the Cu(13,9,1)R&S and

Cu(651)R&S surfaces, three related Cu surfaces have also

been studied: Cu(110), Cu(771) and Cu(430). The Cu(110)

surface is not flat and has the same row and trough struc-

ture as the terraces on the Cu(13,9,1)R&S and Cu(651)R&S

surfaces. The structures of Cu(771) and Cu(430) are shown

in Fig. 1. Cu(771) has (110) terraces separated by straight,

close-packed (111) steps, while Cu(430) has (110) terraces

separated by (100) steps. These (100) steps are not close-

packed. The R-3MCHO TPD spectra from the

Cu(13,9,1)R&S and Cu(651)R&S surfaces exhibit features

that can be assigned to desorption from these different

structural features (flat terrace, close-packed step, and

kink), and desorption from the chiral kinks has been shown

to be enantiospecific.

2 Experimental

All experiments were conducted in a stainless steel ultra-

high vacuum (UHV) chamber with a base pressure of

2 9 10-10 Torr. The UHV chamber was equipped with an

Ar? ion sputtering gun to clean the surface, a low energy

electron diffraction (LEED) optics to determine surface

orientation and structure, and a quadrupole mass spec-

trometer to perform TPD. An X-ray photoemission spec-

trometer (XPS) was used to determine surface cleanliness.

The Cu single crystals (99.99% purity) were obtained

from Monocrystals Company. The crystals were *10 mm

in diameter and *2 mm thick. For the Cu(110), Cu(771)

and Cu(430) surfaces, only one side was polished. For the

chiral Cu(13,9,1)R&S and Cu(651)R&S surfaces, both sides

of the crystal were polished. For these chiral surfaces, one

side has the R-orientation and the other side has the

S-orientation. The crystals were mounted between two

tantalum wires spot-welded to their edges. The two tanta-

lum wires were attached to a sample holder at the bottom

of a UHV manipulator. The crystal could be cooled to

*80 K and heated resistively to over 1,000 K with the

temperature measurement made using a chromel–alumel

thermocouple spot-welded to the edge of the crystal.

The crystals were cleaned by cycles of Ar? ion sput-

tering (1.5 keV, 20 lA) and annealing to 1,000 K. The

surface structures of crystals were verified by LEED. The

handedness of the chiral surfaces were determined by

X-ray diffraction (XRD) as described elsewhere [26].

R-3MCHO (98%) and racemic-3-methylcyclohexanone

(rac-3MCHO, 97%) were purchased from the Aldrich

Chemical Co. They were transferred as liquids to glass

vials and subjected to several cycles of freezing, pumping,

and thawing to remove impurities before exposing their

vapor to the surface by introduction into the UHV chamber

through a standard leak valve. The purity of the sample was

verified by mass spectrometry. Exposures were reported in

units of Langmuirs (L) and were not corrected for ion

gauge sensitivities to different gas species.

The surfaces were cleaned by Ar? sputtering and

annealing prior to each TPD experiment. TPD experiments

were performed by first cooling the Cu sample with liquid

nitrogen to *80 K. 3MCHO was then adsorbed by expo-

sure of the sample to 3MCHO vapor from a doser with the

Cu sample held at a constant temperature. The Cu sample

was held at different temperatures to control adsorption of

3MCHO at different sites on the surfaces, however, unless

otherwise specified the adsorption temperature was

*80 K. Desorption measurements were performed by

heating the Cu sample at a constant rate (1 K/s) while using

the quadrupole mass spectrometer to monitor the species

desorbing from the surface using the signal at m/q = 69.

The fragmentation pattern of the desorbing species matches

that of molecular 3MCHO. This has a number of fragments

of which m/q = 69 yields the strongest signal and thus, the

signal at m/q = 69 has been monitored during TPD

experiments. Measurements comparing the 3MCHO

desorption temperatures from the two different enantio-

mers of a chiral single crystal can have accuracies of

±0.5 K because these measurements are made on the

opposite sides of the same crystal. Comparisons of

desorption peak temperatures between different single

crystals is not as accurate. The desorption temperatures of

the R-3MCHO multilayer peaks, which ought to be very

similar on all five single crystals, indicated an absolute

accuracy of ±3 K for comparison of desorption tempera-

ture between different crystals.

3 Results

One of the nice features of the adsorption and desorption of

R-3MCHO from Cu surfaces is that the resulting TPD

spectra provide direct insight into the types of adsorption

sites on the surface. Prior work has studied R-3MCHO

desorption from the Cu(643) R&S surfaces and a related set

of surfaces vicinal to the Cu(111) plane [11, 14]. At

monolayer coverage, the TPD spectra of R-3MCHO from

the Cu(643)R&S surfaces exhibit three distinct desorption

peaks that can be assigned to molecules desorbing from the

flat (111) terraces at 230 K, the straight close-packed (100)

steps at 345 K and the (110) kinks at 385 K. Desorption

from the R- and the S-kinks exhibits enantiospecificity;

peak desorption temperatures differ by DTp ¼ 3:5� 0:8 K.
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The TPD spectra of R-3MCHO from the surfaces vicinal to

Cu(110), as reported in this paper, exhibit features similar

to those observed from surfaces vicinal to (111) but with

differences that are reflective of the details of the terrace,

step and kink structure on these surfaces.

3.1 Coverage-Dependent Desorption of R-3MCHO

from Cu(110)

In order to help in our understanding of the adsorption

behavior on naturally chiral Cu(13,9,1)R&S and Cu(651)R&S

surfaces, a few Cu surfaces with related structures were

studied beforehand. Cu(110) is a high symmetry, achiral

surface that has the structure of the microfacets forming the

terraces on the Cu(13,9,1)R&S and Cu(651)R&S surfaces.

Cu(771) and Cu(430) both have straight monoatomic steps

separating (110) terraces, but the steps are of (111) and

(100) orientation on Cu(771) and Cu(430), respectively

(Fig. 1).

The Cu(110) surface is a high symmetry, nominally flat

surface with a well known structure based on close-packed

rows of atoms separated by troughs. Figure 2 shows the

TPD spectra of R-3MCHO on Cu(110) after several

different initial exposures to R-3MCHO vapor with the

Cu(110) surface at 80 K. At low exposures, the TPD

spectra are dominated by a single feature with a peak

desorption temperature of 335 K and a small high tem-

perature shoulder at 360 K. At higher coverage, a second

desorption feature appears at 210 K and upon saturation of

the monolayer, the multilayer desorption feature appears at

163 K. The order in which these features appear as the

exposure to R-3MCHO is increased is consistent with the

sequential population of adsorption sites with decreasing

binding energies for R-3MCHO.

The key difference between the R-3MCHO TPD spectra

from Cu(111) and Cu(110) is that on the flat Cu(111)

surface there is a single desorption feature at 230 K. On the

Cu(643)R&S surface, R-3MCHO has been shown to desorb

from the (111) terraces, (100) steps and (110) kinks at 230,

345 and 385 K, respectively [13]. Evidence of all three

features is apparent in the high coverage R-3MCHO TPD

spectrum from Cu(110). The dominant feature at 335 K is

suggestive of desorption from close-packed steps, rather

than a flat terrace. Of course, in spite of the fact that the

Cu(110) plane is a low Miller index plane and is often

considered to be ‘flat’, it is not. Its structure is composed of

close-packed rows separated by troughs, and to a molecule

such as R-3MCHO this structure appears to be formed of

straight, close-packed step edges. In fact, the surface

structure classification system proposed recently by Jenkins

and Pratt [33] suggests that ‘flat’ surfaces are those con-

taining two or more close-packed rows of atoms whereas,

surfaces such as Cu(110) that contain only one close-

packed row are ‘stepped’.

The feature at 360 K in the R-3MCHO TPD spectra

from Cu(110) is reminiscent of desorption from kinks on

the Cu(643) surface. It is possible that there are some

number of atomic defects in the close-packed rows on the

Cu(110) surface that expose adsorption sites that would

appear to be kinks to adsorbed R-3MCHO. Alternately, it is

possible that the adsorption of R-3MCHO can induce the

formation of some kinks in the close-packed rows. Such

adsorption induced kink formation has been observed in

the case of room temperature adsorption of R-3MCHO on

the Cu(221) and Cu(533) surfaces, both of which have

structures based on (111) terraces separated by close-

packed step edges [34].

Finally, the desorption feature at 210 K occurs at a

temperature similar to that observed for R-3MCHO

desorption from the flat Cu(111) surface. Although the

clean Cu(110) surface is unreconstructed, many fcc(110)

surfaces exhibit a (2 9 1) reconstruction which can be

considered to arise from the formation of small (111) facets

[35]. It is possible that at high coverages the adsorption of

R-3MCHO induces the formation of some (111) facets

giving rise to the desorption feature at 210 K. Alternatively,
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Fig. 2 TPD spectra of R-3MCHO on the Cu(110) surface following

different initial exposures to R-3MCHO at 80 K. The exposure is in

units of Langmuir (1 L = 1.0 9 10-6 Torr s). The primary desorp-

tion peak at 335 K is assigned to the desorption of R-3MCHO from

some step-like sites which are the straight close packed rows of the

Cu(110) structure. The desorption peak at *210 K is assigned to the

desorption of R-3MCHO from flat terrace sites that may arise from

local faceting of the surface. The lowest temperature peak at *163 K

is assigned to desorption of the R-3MCHO multilayer
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some bunching of close-packed steps might result in the

formation of flat terraces.

3.2 Coverage-Dependent Desorption of R-3MCHO

from Cu(430)

The ideal structure of the Cu(430) surface has (110) ter-

races separated by (100) step edges (Fig. 1). One important

distinction between the structure of the Cu(430) and the

Cu(771) surface is that on the Cu(430) surface the (100)

step edge is not close-packed. In the classification scheme

proposed recently by Jenkins and Pratt [33], the Cu(430)

surface would be considered ‘kinked’ rather than ‘stepped’.

It is important to point out that the Cu(430) surface does

have a mirror plane perpendicular to the surface and thus, it

is achiral, even if it is considered to be kinked.

The TPD spectra of R-3MCHO from the Cu(430) surface

(Fig. 3) are quite distinct from those obtained from the

Cu(110) surface. They are dominated at high temperature by

two resolvable desorption features at 335 and 375 K. By

analogy with our prior observations of R-3MCHO desorp-

tion from Cu(643), these would be assigned to desorption

from straight, close-packed step edges and from kinks,

respectively [11]. The distinction on Cu(430) is that these

features arise from R-3MCHO desorption from the ‘stepped’

(110) terraces and the straight but kinked (100) step edge.

Needless to say, one would not expect to observe enantio-

specific desorption of chiral compounds from the kinked

step edge on the Cu(430) surface because it is achiral.

The low temperature region of the R-3MCHO TPD spec-

trum from Cu(430) contains a broad desorption feature

assignable to the presence of close packed (111) facets. At the

highest coverage, multilayer desorption is observed at 160 K.

3.3 Desorption of R-3MCHO from Cu(hkl)

at Monolayer Coverage

The surface structure dependent desorption kinetics of R-

3MCHO illustrated above can be used to probe the struc-

tures of Cu surfaces vicinal to the (110) plane and to assign

the desorption features observed from those surfaces. The

R-3MCHO TPD spectra obtained from the Cu(110),

Cu(771), Cu(430), Cu(13,9,1)S and Cu(651)R surfaces at

monolayer coverage are shown in Fig. 4. In this instance,

one monolayer is defined as the coverage at which the onset

of multilayer desorption at *160 K is observed. The key

desorption features exhibited in the spectra can be divided

into three temperature regions: \300, 300–355, and

[355 K. These can be assigned to desorption from ter-

races, steps, and kinks on these five surfaces in direct

analogy to the assignment on the surfaces vicinal to

Cu(111) [11–14]. As mentioned, the R-3MCHO TPD

spectra from Cu(111) exhibits a single desorption feature at

230 K. The desorption spectra from Cu(221) and Cu(533)

exhibit two features; one at 345 K associated with

desorption from close packed step edges and another at

*230 K associated with desorption from the flat (111)

terraces. Finally, the desorption spectra from Cu(643) and

Cu(653) exhibit three desorption features at 385, 345 and

*230 K associated with desorption from kinks, straight

steps edges and flat (111) terraces, respectively.

The R-3MCHO TPD spectra from the surfaces vicinal to

(100) shown in Fig. 3 reveal features that can be classified

using the same scheme as has been used for the surfaces

vicinal to Cu(111); however, there are some interesting but

easily rationalized differences. At the highest temperatures

([355 K), the Cu(13,9,1), Cu(651) and Cu(430) surfaces all

show desorption peaks that are assigned to desorption from

kinks. The Cu(13,9,1) and Cu(651) planes lie in the interior

of the stereographic projection and are classified as kinked

surfaces in most surface structure classification schemes.

The unexpected feature is the desorption peak at 375 K from

the Cu(430) surface. The Cu(430) plane lies on the perimeter

of the stereographic triangle and is often classified as a

stepped surface, rather than a kinked surface. However,

inspection of the structure of the step edge on the Cu(430)

surface reveals that it is not close-packed. In the
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Fig. 3 TPD spectra of R-3MCHO on the Cu(430) surface following

different initial exposures to R-3MCHO at 80 K. The high temper-

ature desorption peak at 375 K is assigned to desorption from the

kinked (100) step edge. The peak at 335 K is assigned to the stepped

(110) terraces. The broad desorption peak at 200–275 K is assigned to

desorption of R-3MCHO from flat terrace sites. The lowest temper-

ature peak at 160 K is assigned to desorption of the R-3MCHO

multilayer
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classification scheme proposed by Jenkins and Pratt [33], the

fact that this step edge is not close-packed would place

Cu(430) into the category of kinked surfaces. In support of

this classification scheme, the observation of a high tem-

perature R-3MCHO desorption features at 375 K from the

Cu(430) surface does suggest that its step edges are kinked.

Of course, the fact that there is a mirror symmetry plane that

lies perpendicular to the Cu(430) surface, running perpen-

dicular to the non-close-packed steps, means that the kinks

are not chiral.

Both the Cu(110) and the Cu(771) surfaces exhibit R-

3MCHO desorption features in the temperature range

300–355 K associated with desorption from close-packed

step edges. In the case of the Cu(771) surface, this is not

surprising because its (110) terraces are separated by close-

packed step edges (Figs. 1, 4). On the other hand, the

Cu(110) surface is a low Miller index plane that is not

commonly classified as being a stepped surface. However,

Jenkins and Pratt [33] classify stepped surfaces as those

with close-packed atomic rows running in only one direc-

tion. In their classification scheme, flat surfaces are those

with close-packed rows running in two or more directions.

Within this classification scheme, Cu(110) would be con-

sidered ‘stepped’ and from the point of view of its inter-

action with R-3MCHO it certainly exhibit step-like

desorption features. In contrast, the desorption of R-

3MCHO from the Cu(111) surface, which is flat, exhibits a

single desorption feature at 230 K [11].

3.4 Enantiospecific Desorption of R-3MCHO

from Cu(651)R&S

The Cu(651)R&S surfaces are chiral and should, therefore,

exhibits enantiospecific interactions with R-3MCHO.

Enantiospecific adsorption of R-3MCHO on Cu(651)R&S

was studied by comparing the TPD spectra from both

Cu(651)R and Cu(651)S surfaces and focusing on the TPD

feature associated with desorption from the kinks. It is clear

from the TPD spectra shown in Fig. 4 that the desorption

features from the chiral kink sites are less intense than those

from the step. Furthermore, the difference between the peak

desorption temperatures from kinks and steps on the

Cu(651)R surface is far less than that between kinks and steps

on the Cu(13,9,1)S surface. As a result, at monolayer cov-

erage, the TPD peaks arising from kinks and steps are not

resolved on the Cu(651) surfaces. In order to minimize

adsorption at the step sites and thus, resolve the peak arising

from the kink sites, the substrate was kept at 320 K during

exposure to R-3MCHO. Figure 5 shows TPD spectra

obtained from the Cu(651)R&S surfaces using this procedure.

Because the substrate was kept at 320 K during exposure to

R-3MCHO there is very little desorption from step sites.

More importantly, it is possible to resolve the peak of the

desorption feature arising from the kinks and to observe

differences in the peak desorption temperatures from the

Cu(651)R and Cu(651)S surfaces. The inset of Fig. 5 high-

lights the features associated with the desorption of
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Fig. 4 TPD spectra of R-

3MCHO from the Cu(110),

Cu(771), Cu(430), Cu(651)R

and Cu(13,9,1)S surfaces. All

spectra were obtained at

coverages of *1 ML. The

dashed line at 355 K denotes

the boundary between

desorption features associated

with desorption from the

straight close packed step edges

(\355 K) and the features

associated with desorption from

kinks ([355 K). Desorption

features at temperatures\300 K

are associated with species

desorbing from the flat terraces
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R-3MCHO from the chiral kink sites on Cu(651)R&S sur-

faces. Five R-3MCHO TPD spectra were acquired from both

Cu(651)R and Cu(651)S surfaces. All ten such TPD peaks

have been fitted with Gaussian functions and the peak of the

Gaussian fit has been used to determine the peak desorption

temperature. The desorption of R-3MCHO from chiral kink

sites occurs at Tp
S = 367.5 ± 0.6 K on Cu(651)S and

Tp
R = 365.1 ± 0.4 K on Cu(651)R surfaces, a difference in

desorption peak temperatures of DTp = Tp
S - Tp

R = 2.4 ±

0.7 K. As was the case on the Cu(643)R&S surfaces [11],

R-3MCHO adsorbs preferentially on the S-kinks and desorbs

at a higher temperature from the Cu(651)S kinks than from

the Cu(651)R kinks.

If the differences in R-3MCHO desorption from the

Cu(651)R&S surfaces are truly due to enantiospecific

interactions, then racemic 3MCHO (rac-3MCHO) should

not exhibit any difference in its TPD spectra from the

Cu(651)R&S surfaces. As a control experiment, adsorption

and desorption of rac-3MCHO was also studied on

Cu(651)R&S surfaces under the same conditions used to

study desorption of R-3MCHO. The rac-3MCHO TPD

spectra from Cu(651)R and Cu(651)S surfaces are compared

in Fig. 6. The inset of Fig. 6 highlights the features

associated with the desorption of rac-3MCHO from the

chiral kink sites on Cu(651)R&S surfaces. There is no sig-

nificant difference between the peaks associated with rac-

3MCHO desorption from the chiral kink sites on

Cu(651)R&S surfaces. Five rac-3MCHO TPD spectra were

acquired from both Cu(651)R and Cu(651)S surfaces and

used to determine the difference in the desorption tem-

peratures on the two surfaces. The desorption of rac-

3MCHO from chiral kink sites occurs at Tp
S = 367.0 ±

0.3 K on Cu(651)S and Tp
R = 366.3 ± 0.4 K on Cu(651)R

surfaces. The difference between the two desorption tem-

peratures is not significant. This control experiment indi-

cates that the differences in R-3MCHO desorption from the

Cu(651)R&S surfaces are due to enantiospecific interactions

with those surfaces.

3.5 Enantiospecific Desorption of R-3MCHO

on Cu(13,9,1)R&S

The Cu(13,9,1)R&S surfaces are chiral and should, therefore,

exhibit enantiospecific interactions with R-3MCHO. The

enantiospecific desorption of R-3MCHO from the

Cu(13,9,1)R&S surfaces was studied by comparing the TPD

spectra obtained at monolayer coverage and focusing on the
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Fig. 5 TPD spectra of R-3MCHO on the Cu(651)R&S surfaces. Both

exposures are 0.30 L (1 L = 1.0 9 10-6 Torr s) with the surface

held at 320 K. The desorption features from the kinks appear to be

resolved from those attributed to straight steps. The inset shows the

difference between the desorption peak temperatures of R-3MCHO on

the R- and S-chiral kink sites of Cu(651)R&S. R-3MCHO has a higher

adsorption energy at the kinks on the Cu(651)S surface than at the

kinks on the Cu(651)R surface
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Fig. 6 TPD spectra of racemic 3-MCHO on the Cu(651)R&S surfaces.

Both exposures are 0.30 L (1 L = 1.0 9 10-6 Torr s) with the

surface held at 320 K. The desorption features from the kinks appear

to be resolved from those attributed to straight steps. The inset shows

that there is no difference between the peak temperatures for racemic

3-MCHO desorption from the kinks of the Cu(651)R&S surfaces
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TPD peak at *385 K associated with desorption from the

kinks. To ensure saturation of the adsorbed monolayer, the R-

3MCHO exposure was 0.3 L and the substrate was kept at

200 K during exposure. Five TPD spectra were acquired

from both the Cu(13,9,1)R and Cu(13,9,1)S surfaces. The

TPD spectra in Fig. 7 exhibit similar desorption features

associated with terrace, step and kink sites from both sur-

faces. The TPD peaks associated with desorption from

straight, close-packed step edges occur at 345 K on both

Cu(13,9,1)R&S surfaces. The inset of Fig. 7 highlights the

features associated with the desorption of R-3MCHO from

the chiral kink sites on Cu(13,9,1)R&S surfaces. It clearly

reveals that R-3MCHO desorbs at higher temperatures from

the chiral kink sites on Cu(13,9,1)R surface than from the

chiral kink sites on the Cu(13,9,1)S surface. The desorption

of R-3MCHO from chiral kink sites on Cu(13,9,1)R occurs

at Tp
R = 386.4 ± 0.5 K but at Tp

S = 384.0 ± 0.6 K on

Cu(13,9,1)S, a difference in desorption peak temperatures of

DTp = -2.4 ± 0.8 K. The magnitude of the enantiospecific

peak temperature differences on the Cu(13,9,1)R&S surfaces

and the Cu(651)R&S surfaces are the same, however, their

sign is reversed.

The key difference between this result and the desorp-

tion temperature difference observed on the Cu(643)R&S

and Cu(651)R&S surfaces is that on the Cu(13,9,1)R&S

surfaces, R-3MCHO adsorbs preferentially on the

Cu(13,9,1)R surface and desorbs at higher temperature than

from Cu(13,9,1)S whereas, on the Cu(643)R&S and

Cu(651)R&S surfaces, R-3MCHO adsorbs preferentially on

the S-surface [11, 13, 14]. The convention used for

assignment of chirality to Cu(hkl)R&S surfaces is based on

the handedness of the rotational progression among the

(111), (100) and (110) microfacets forming the kinks

(Fig. 1); a clockwise progression is denoted R- and a

counterclockwise progression is denoted S- [15, 17, 32].

The results of Figs. 5 and 7 demonstrate that the preference

of R-3MCHO for adsorption at the chiral kink sites on the

Cu(hkl)R&S surfaces cannot be predicted using the con-

vention used to assign surface chirality or handedness.

4 Discussion

Adsorption and desorption of R-3MCHO on seven Cu

surfaces vicinal to the (110) plane has been investigated in

order to look for evidence of enantioselectivity on the

naturally chiral surfaces and to understand the influence of

surface structure on enantioselective adsorption. In our

prior study of adsorption and desorption on surfaces vicinal

to the (111) plane, R-3MCHO proved to be an excellent

probe of the types of adsorption sites exposed by these

surfaces [11, 13, 14]. The same has held true on the sur-

faces vicinal to Cu(110) and, in addition, R-3MCHO has

revealed some interesting features concerning their classi-

fication as flat, stepped or kinked surfaces. Furthermore, as

a chiral adsorbate, R-3MCHO has served as a probe of

enantiospecificity at the chiral kink sites on those surfaces

with naturally chiral structures.

Adsorption and desorption of R-3MCHO from all Cu

surfaces is reversible and thus, the desorption kinetics

monitored in TPD experiments are reflective of adsorption

energetics. On all seven surfaces, the coverage dependence

of the R-3MCHO TPD spectra indicate roughly sequential

population of adsorption sites with decreasing affinities for

R-3MCHO adsorption. These sites are kinks with peak

desorption temperatures in the range 360–385 K, closed-

packed step edges with desorption temperatures in the

range 335–350 K and flat terraces with desorption tem-

peratures in the range 200–275 K. One of the interesting

phenomenological observations made in the course of this

work is that the Cu(110) surface should not be considered

flat. Whereas, R-3MCHO desorption occurs at *230 K on

the flat, close-packed Cu(111) surface, it desorbs at 335 K

on the Cu(110) surface, a temperature associated with

desorption from close-packed step edges on the Cu(221)
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Fig. 7 TPD spectra of R-3MCHO on the Cu(13,9,1)R&S surfaces.

Both exposures are 0.30 L (1 L = 1.0 9 10-6 Torr s) with the

surface held at 200 K. The three desorption features from flat terrace,

straight step and kink sites appear in the spectra from both

Cu(13,9,1)R and Cu(13,9,1)S surfaces. The inset shows the difference

between the R-3MCHO desorption peaks on the R- and S-chiral kink

sites of the Cu(13,9,1)R&S surfaces. R-3MCHO has a higher adsorp-

tion energy at the kinks on the Cu(13,9,1)R surface than at the kinks

on the Cu(13,9,1)S surface
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and Cu(533) surfaces [11, 13, 14]. Given the fairly open,

row and trough structure of the Cu(110) surface, perhaps

this is not surprising; from the perspective of adsorbed R-

3MCHO Cu(110) exposes a series of close-packed step

edges. Similarly, the Cu(430) surface would normally be

considered to be composed of straight (100) steps that

separate (110) terraces. However, desorption of R-3MCHO

occurs at 375 K which phenomenologically suggests the

presence of kinks. Again, in hindsight this should not be

too surprising given that the step edge on the Cu(430)

surface is not close-packed. Thus, from the perspective of

adsorbed R-3MCHO, the (100) step edge on Cu(430)

exposes a row of kink sites. It is important to note that

these kink sites have mirror symmetry and thus, they are

achiral. These phenomenologically derived concepts of

surface structure that are revealed by R-3MCHO desorption

are, in fact, consistent with a surface classification scheme

recently proposed by Jenkins and Pratt [33]. In that

scheme, flat surfaces are those containing two or more

close-packed atomic rows, stepped surfaces are those that

contain only one close-packed row, and kinked surfaces are

those containing no close-packed rows of atoms.

An alternative but related view of the origins of surface

structure effects on R-3MCHO adsorption can be derived

from considering the coordination of exposed atoms. The

atoms in the flat Cu(111) surface and in the terraces of the

surfaces vicinal to Cu(111) are all 9-fold coordinated. The

atoms in the close packed step edges on the Cu(221),

Cu(533) and Cu(771) surfaces are 7-fold coordinated.

Similarly, the atoms in the rows on the Cu(110) surface are

7-fold coordinated. The dominant desorption feature of R-

3MCHO on all four surfaces occurs at temperatures of

335–345 K. Finally, the least coordinated atoms on the

Cu(13,9,1), Cu(651), Cu(643), Cu(653) and Cu(430) sur-

faces have 6-fold coordination. The highest temperature R-

3MCHO desorption features on these surfaces all occur in

the range 365–385 K. Clearly, there is a phenomenological

relationship between the desorption temperatures or

desorption energies on these surfaces and the coordination

of the atoms that they expose.

Analysis of the R-3MCHO TPD spectra from the sur-

faces vicinal to Cu(110) and Cu(111) has been limited to

the establishment of an empirical correlation between the

observed desorption peaks and the types of adsorption sites

exposed. In principle, one might consider an analysis of the

peak areas to try to quantify the areal density of different

sites on the surfaces; however, there are complicating

issues that need to be considered. The first is the issue that

the size of the measurement probe, R-3MCHO, is compa-

rable to the size of the step and kink features on the sur-

faces. More importantly, recent studies of the real

structures of high Miller index Cu(643), Cu(531), and

Cu(221) surface have shown that their real structures are

different from those of the ideally terminated crystal.

Scanning tunneling microscopy and photoemission of

adsorbed Xe have been used to show that thermal rough-

ening of the surface and of the kinked step edges, results in

a distribution of adsorption sites that is significantly dif-

ferent from that expected on the basis of the ideal surface

structure [36–38]. Equally importantly, it has been shown

that the adsorption of R-3MCHO can also influence the

distribution of sites on the surface [34]. These all suggest

that while the R-3MCHO desorption spectra provide

qualitative insight into the types of adsorption sites

exposed by the high Miller index Cu surfaces they are of

limited value in quantitative determination of site densities.

The real goal of the work presented has been to dem-

onstrate enantioselective adsorption of R-3MCHO on the

chiral surfaces vicinal to Cu(110). In this study, these have

been Cu(13,9,1)R&S and Cu(651)R&S. Comparisons of the

desorption temperatures of R-3MCHO from the kink sites

on these surfaces reveals true enantiospecific adsorption

and enantiospecific differences in the R-3MCHO desorp-

tion energies from the two enantiomers of a given chiral

surface. The differences in the R-3MCHO desorption

temperatures between the two enantiomers of both surfaces

are DTp = -2.4 ± 0.8 K on Cu(13,9,1)R&S and DTp =

2.4 ± 0.7 K on Cu(651)R&S. These correspond to a dif-

ference in desorption energies of DDEdes = 0.7 ±

0.2 kJ/mol, as estimated using the Redhead equation for

first-order desorption with a pre-exponential factor of

1013 s-1 [39]. A key observation, however, is that the e-

nantiospecificity changes sign in the sense that R-3MCHO

adsorbs preferentially on Cu(651)S over Cu(651)R but

preferentially on Cu(13,9,1)R over Cu(13,9,1)S.

The simplest testable hypothesis regarding the enanti-

oselectivity of the naturally chiral surfaces is that it is

simply dictated by the chirality of the surface. In this

scenario, the enantioselective preference for adsorption of a

chiral probe such as R-3MCHO would be predictable based

only on the chirality of the surface, as determined by

convention from the relative orientation of the (111), (110)

and (100) microfacets forming the chiral kinks. The

observations made in this work clearly indicate that this

hypothesis is false. This means that the enantiospecificity is

dictated by the details of the surface structure and not just

the orientation of the three low Miller index microfacets

forming the chiral kinks sites. Given the very small enan-

tiospecific energy differences (\1 kJ/mol), perhaps this is

not surprising; it is much smaller than the adsorption

energy differences between other structural features such

as the differences between adsorption at kinks, steps and

terraces. In particular, the desorption temperatures from the

different kink sites on the Cu(651), Cu(430) and Cu(13,9,1)

surfaces differ by DTp * 20 K (Fig. 4) which is much

more than the enantiospecific difference in desorption
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temperatures (DDTp * 2.4 K) on either of the chiral sur-

faces. Thus, it is not surprising that the sign of the enan-

tiospecificity of the desorption energy is influence to a

greater extent by the structural details of the kink adsorp-

tion sites than by the orientation of the (111), (110) and

(100) microfacets that dictate the chirality of the kinks.

5 Conclusions

R-3MCHO is an excellent probe of adsorption site types on

the high Miller index Cu surfaces. In typical TPD experi-

ments during heating at 1 K/s, R-3MCHO desorption peaks

occur in the temperature ranges 360–385 K from the kinks,

335–350 K from the straight close-packed step edges, and

200–275 K from flat close-packed terraces. Phenomeno-

logically, R-3MCHO desorption suggests that the Cu(110)

surface should be considered stepped rather than flat and

that the Cu(430) surface should be considered kinked rather

than stepped. Adsorption of R-3MCHO is enantiospecific

on the chiral Cu(13,9,1)R&S and Cu(651)R&S surfaces. The

enantiospecific desorption energy differences are of oppo-

site sign on the two pairs of surfaces and thus, are dependent

on details of the surface. The enantiospecific desorption

energies are sensitive to details of surface structure other

than just the rotational orientation of the three low Miller

index microfacets around the chiral kink sites.
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